Dedication
I am dedicating Grief Reliefs to my husband, Dennis Dintino, my “Den”, who was always my
biggest cheerleader and supporter. My husband, my love, my best friend thank you for the love
you showed me and the love that I feel from you each and every day. I miss you…
Dear Friends,
Welcome to Grief Reliefs, The Self-Care Oracle. This 34 card deck is designed to be your
companion on your grief journey. A journey that is unique to you. Each card is designed with an
activity you can do that focuses on self-care. I have found these activities extremely beneficial
on my grief journey after I lost my husband and wanted to share them with you. It is my sincere
desire that these cards boost you on the days you need a boost, comfort you on the days you
need to be comforted and give you permission to do your journey your way.
- Susan Dintino
About Susan Dintino
Susan Dintino is a Hay House author, radio show host of The Night Shift Tuesdays at 7:00 PM ET
on www.w4cy.com, spiritual teacher and intuitive advisor. She has written Songs of My
Life…Slightly Out of Tune, A Year of Me, a children’s book, created the meditation CD Butterfly
Blessings and has trademarked a new meditation technique called InPowering Meditation™.
After 8 years of back to back losses, she discovered things she could do that helped her and
wanted to share those ideas. Grief Reliefs was born. Whether writing, teaching, broadcasting or
doing readings, Susan’s goal is to help others help themselves.
How to Use Grief Reliefs
Begin by paging through the cards one at a time. While you’re doing so set the intention for
your deck. For instance, “I affirm that Grief Reliefs will give me the information I need at the
right time to help me on my grief journey.” If there is a specific loved one you are grieving for
you can mention them as well. After this step fan the cards over your heart or place them in
your hands in a prayer position adding your love to the love already placed in each of the cards.
The deck is small in size so that you can carry it with you having it handy when you need a Grief
Reliefs pick me up. The commitment you make is to trust the information on the card when you
select it. After you select a card take your time looking at the picture before you read the
message on the back of the card. Pay attention to the colors, images and most importantly how
it makes you feel. Your feelings are your best indicator of where your Grief Reliefs will take you.
Methods for Selecting Your Cards
Shuffle the Cards and Draw:
• 1 Card at random when you feel the need
• 1 Card at random daily.
• 3 Cards at random once a week. Planning the activities on your schedule.
• 1 Card by looking through the images and selecting one that resonates with you.
These are just a few options. Make it fun and if you come up with a different technique
remember there is no right or wrong with this, the only caveat is the commitment you are
making with yourself to follow through with what your card tells you to do.

A Little Help From Your Friends
Reach out to one of your friends. Enjoy their company and if you need support ask for it.
If you are anything like me, it is a challenge to ask for help. I pride myself on being helpful to
others but when it comes time to ask for it myself, I shy away from it. I don't want to impose
or be any kind of burden. What I realized is that by not asking for help I was denying people the
opportunity to help me like I enjoyed helping them. Plus, there were times when I really needed
the help. I have set aside the idea I am a burden and understand that it is ok to have friends
help me. I by no means take advantage but I give myself permission to ask for help when I need
to. Does any of this relate to you? If so, keep in mind what I have learned that sometimes the
biggest act of kindness can be letting someone do something for you.

Breath Break
Relax. Slowly inhale through the nose to a count of 4, hold for a count of 4, exhale completely to
a count of 4. Repeat 4 times.
Breathing is one of the quickest and easiest ways to calm down and find that peaceful place.
Often when we are stressed we hold our breath without even realizing we are doing it. By
focusing on our breath for a few minutes we are using a “stress interrupter” to stop the process
of getting stressed out. This quick exercise will immediately get you more relaxed.

Buy Yourself a Gift
Find something that delights you, purchase it for yourself, get it gift wrapped and save it for a
later date.

Buy a special gift for yourself. It does not have to be anything pricey; it can be a special mug for
your favorite hot drink or an aromatic candle. Anything you would really like. Have the store gift
wrap it or wrap it yourself. Next, designate a date to open it. This is a wonderful opportunity to
imagine yourself receiving a gift from your deceased loved one. On my birthday, anniversary, or
a special date I shared with my husband, I always buy something that I believe comes from him.
The gift wrapping makes it all the more special and on that special day it truly feels like I am
getting a gift from him.

Chillax
Carve out some time to do absolutely nothing.
It is important to give ourselves permission to do nothing. Just relax and replenish our energy.
Sundays are days I set aside to do as little as I possibly can. I have my breakfast in bed with a
good book and just luxuriate. I stay in my jammies all day if possible. My family knows and
honors this so it’s rare something gets planned for a Sunday.
Today I invite you to do some chillaxing. Schedule it in. I know you may not be able to set the
whole day aside but carve out as much time as you can to just relax doing whatever it is that
brings you peace and contentment.

Express Yourself
Allow yourself to fully express your grief. Tears, anger whatever it looks like to you. Take your
time and just let those emotions flow.
Sometimes you just need to let it all out. You’ve lost someone you love, and you miss them
terribly. I admit there have been times that I have punched a pillow in anger, screamed at the
top of my lungs and sobbed in frustration shaking a fist to the heavens yelling “Why?! Why?!”.
There is no rhyme or reason as to what sets me off. It can be something significant like a
birthday or just one of those days that the feelings have to be released. I used to try and squash
my feelings, but I don’t anymore because I know that I feel so much better after I let them out.
It’s your turn now…express yourself!

Favorite Things
Choose a favorite thing to do or buy for yourself. Then Just Do it!
When this card comes up it is all about showering love on yourself by choosing something that
you would enjoy doing or buying for yourself. It is important to show yourself love, especially
when you may be missing it from your deceased loved one. In doing this, you are reminded that
no matter what, love is all around, and you can tap into it at any time. A great way to add to
this idea is to make a list of your favorite things and then cut them out. Make a simple list of
things that are enjoyable and doable. Find a jar and label it “Favorite Things”. Fold the slips of
paper and put them in the jar. When you feel you need a pick me up, pick one of your favorite
things from the jar with the commitment to yourself that you will do it.

Flower Power
Buy yourself a bouquet of flowers placing them somewhere you will see often. Allow the power
of their beauty to embrace you in a sense of well-being.
Why wait for a special occasion to indulge yourself with the beauty of flowers? Not only do they
bring nature indoors but they also remind you that you are worth it. As a special treat have
your flowers delivered with a card you write to yourself. Here’s my favorite:
“Thank you for all you do. Love you!” Love, Susan

Go With the Flow
Allow the day to take you where it will. Focus on finding joy in the present moment.
Going with the flow is not always easy, especially where grief is involved. Each moment can stir
up memories that bring us joy or bring on the tears. This card reminds you not to fight where

your “winds” take you today. Embrace the present moment and look for the joy. I find, that
when I am missing my husband and my grief is overwhelming, I allow my tears to fall and then
remind myself I was blessed to have him in my life. Honor your feelings today while looking for
moments of joy along the way.

Gratitude Attitude
Find at least 5 things to be grateful for. Write them down in the morning or right before
bedtime.
Gratitude is a high vibration feeling and attracts all the good things that we want to bring into
our lives. Finding time each day to be thankful even for the smallest things is a wonderful way
to keep our day on a positive track.
Beside my bed I have a Gratitude Jar. Every night, I try to find at least one thing I am grateful for
right before I go to sleep. Even on the most challenging days I usually can come up with
something. I write it down and put it in my jar. It sets the stage for a good night’s sleep. I may
do it in the morning too. On low days I will pull one of the cards from the jar and recall what I
was grateful for. It always makes me feel better.

Journal Your Journey
Treat yourself to a beautiful journal and begin a daily writing regime. Already done so? This card
reminds you to keep writing.
As you are traveling on your grief journey, journaling is a wonderfully healing companion. This
card invites you to buy yourself a journal and give it a try. It will be a sacred place where you
put your deepest feelings to paper and help you express your frustrations, anger, and grief.
Keep in mind you don’t have to be a writer to journal. Unless you decide to share, this is for
your eyes only so no one will judge your spelling or punctuation. Just pour your heart out on
the pages knowing that this is a friendly ear.

Just Say No
Give yourself permission to say “No”. Remember “No” is a complete sentence.
Awhile back I heard this statement that had a profound effect on me. "No is a complete
sentence." I am making it bold because it is just that important. When I first heard it, I thought
how could I ever just say no without defending myself or giving a million reasons why I was
saying No? It seemed an impossible concept when I first started doing it. And I must admit I had
to literally close my mouth so I would not start with the explaining as to why I was saying No. It
is getting much easier and boy is it freeing. I love to help people and be there for them when I
can, but there were times I was agreeing to do things I did not want to do nor had the time to
do. I am not talking about real obligations I am talking about those things that we do indeed
have a choice with. The other day one of those requests came to me via text. I knew I didn't
have the time or inclination, so I just typed “No”. I had to put my phone down so I would not
type any more, but it felt so good to Just Say No! Start saying no to things and you will begin to
feel freedom like never before.

Laugh
Make a point to get a good belly laugh in today.
Laughter is indeed the best medicine. A few years ago, I came across a group of people laughing
on the beach. They were doing nothing else but laughing. I paused to see if I could figure out
what they were laughing about and discovered it was a class, a laughing yoga class. It intrigued
me to the extent that I began to research some of the benefits of laughter. I found that laughter
releases the good feeling hormones, endorphins, helps lower blood pressure, relieves anxiety,
and generally puts us in a good frame of mine. So today do something that will bring a chuckle
or two. Go see a comedy, read a funny book or search out some amusing cartoons via google.
Whatever you choose to get your belly laugh in because, as I like to say, "Laughter is the song of
the soul."

Let’s Get Physical
Get your body moving with an exercise of your choosing.
Moving your body physically through exercise can help shift the heavy energy you may be
feeling after a loss. I know some people feel that "exercise" is a dirty word. I personally used to
be a runner and did not think any exercise was worth doing if I was not exhausted at the end of
my workout. I biked 1000s of miles and climbed hundreds of stairs. When I found that I was
dreading the whole idea of doing any type of exercise I knew something had to change. I began
to do a yoga practice which I enjoy every morning. Sometimes in the evening I take a leisurely
stroll. Now I look forward to the process. I am inviting you to start moving with something as
simple as a little walk. Find a local fitness center and look into classes that might interest you.
Many will offer classes like Tai Chi, Qui Gong, and even Zumba. Anything that gets you moving.
The key being to enjoy whatever it is you choose!

Lotion and Potions
Find an aromatherapy scent that appeals to you. Use it in a lotion, shower gel or just inhale.
Aromatherapy is the use of aroma to create a sense of well- being. It’s one of my favorite
methods of de-stressing. My shower looks like a bath store with all the varieties of scents in my
bath products. The scent I use depends on what I feel I need. For instance, if I am having
trouble sleeping, I will use a lavender shower gel and then a lavender body lotion. I may also
put drops of lavender in my diffuser for the night.
When selecting an essential oil, your nose knows what agrees with you so allow that to be the
source of what will work best for you. Try a few different scents in your bath products or bring
an essential oil with you to inhale when you need a pick me up or to destress.

Love You
Close your eyes. Give yourself a hug. Say I love you. Make eye contact in a mirror. Say “I love
you”. Self-love the most important love of all.
There is nothing more important than loving yourself and when you’re going through the
grieving process it is especially important to remember. You can do these exercises separate or
together.
The first exercise is to give yourself some nurturing comfort. Hugs are proven to be beneficial
physically, mentally and spiritually and there’s no reason why you can’t comfort yourself with a
heartfelt hug.
Mirror work is another powerful way to practice the feelings of self -love. Positive self- talk
when you look at yourself in the mirror will encourage you to have loving thoughts and
compassion for yourself. It may seem awkward at first but the more you do it the more natural
it will become. Being gentle and kind with yourself during this process is essential.

Meditate
Meditation calms the mind and allows your body to relax. Begin a meditation practice or revisit
one you’ve started before.
Meditation is an essential component of self-care. What I hear all the time is "I don't have time
to meditate" and I reply, "You don't have time Not to!" The benefits of a regular meditation
practice are now well documented.
Meditation can be done in as little as 5 minutes and there are great APPs out there that will
help you with timers and guided meditations. My favorite is Insight Timer. I also have a few
guided meditations available there. Another easy method is to go somewhere you won't be
disturbed and just focus on your breath. Inhale for a count of 4, hold for a count of 5, exhale for
a count of 6. Begin with about 5 minutes. Remember we are programmed to think thoughts
and the key is not to fight them but to let them go. When you find to-do lists or worries coming
in just go back to focusing on the breath.

Memories
Sit quietly and recall one of your favorite happy memories with your deceased loved. Be as
detailed as possible.
This is an exercise I enjoy doing whenever I am really missing someone who has crossed over. I
go someplace I will not be disturbed and ask myself to recall a happy memory that we shared. I
really get into it recalling as much detail as I can. Sometimes I will bring out photographs to
enhance the experience or do some writing about it. After I am done, I feel like I have had a visit
down memory lane with my loved one and it always makes me feel better.

Movie Time
Pick a flick and go to the movies. Escape into a world of movie land fantasy munching on your
favorite snack. Buttered popcorn? Candy? All up to you!
The movies offer a wonderful opportunity to escape from it all for a few hours. Feeling sad?
How about a comedy? Looking for adventure? Try an action thriller. The full submersion of an
IMAX experience might be just what you need to sweep you away. Add a few theater treats and
you’re in for a fun filled time.

Music Magic
Put on your favorite tunes and allow the music to carry you away. Dance, sing or just relax.
As William Congreve wrote, “Music hath charms to soothe the savage beast.” When the Grief
Monster is making a call, I find that music can help in calming him down. I will sometimes listen
to music my husband and I enjoyed or a song that reminds me of him. Tears may flow, but
afterward, I feel much better. If I am tense and want to relax, I will play artists like Enya or
Yanni. If dancing is what’s calling me, I’ll tune in the Disco scene and dance my troubles away.

Or I may sing to a Beatles tune or Broadway hit. The choices are limitless so crank up the tunes
and enjoy.

Nurture in Nature
Rain or shine it’s time to get outside. Let the beauty of nature fill your senses and find the peace
that Mother Nature provides.
It’s time to explore the outside and don’t let the weather stop you. Visit a park or even your
own backyard. The important thing is to get outside and commune with nature. It will fill your
body and soul.

Phone a Friend
Phone a friend and enjoy a “catch-up” conversation.
I am blessed to have amazing friends and consider them the family of my choosing.
Unfortunately, many of them live quite a distance from me so phoning is the best way to
connect. Today I am inviting you to phone a friend and enjoy a "catch-up" conversation. I find
these conversations at the right time can be a huge energy boost for me and I trust you will too.
Facetiming can be fun too especially if you haven’t seen your friend in a while. Phoning a friend
gives you an opportunity to express how your journey is going and find out how their lives are
going too.

Plan a Trip
Get your suitcase ready, it’s time to get away. Visit a friend or explore someplace new. A night
getaway or a week retreat, it’s up to you. Time to set the date!

Trips are a great way to experience a change of scenery. I've taken weekend trips, automobile
trips across the country, and also traveled to exotic places that took me outside my comfort
zone. Whether you plan a simple getaway, or a dream come true vacation, you’ll find that it is
an empowering experience. If traveling alone is not appealing to you, ask a friend or family
member to come along. Group travel is another way to do it. The anticipation of the trip is
almost as fun as the trip itself, so pull out those travel brochures and explore the possibilities.

Play Date
Get in touch with your inner child and do something that you really enjoyed doing as a child.
Inside each and every one of us is an inner child that is begging for attention and should never
be abandoned. Like Peter Pan, it is the part of ourselves that never grew up. Today we are
going to honor your inner child by doing something that beckons to the time of your wide-eyed
innocent self. A magical time when you believed everything and anything was possible. So buy
some crayons and a coloring book, play in the rain, fly a kite, or buy yourself a toy. Take time
today to do whatever reminds you of the time when your cares were far away.

Relax in a Restaurant
Make a date to luxuriate in a restaurant.
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, happy hour? Whatever you choose, schedule a time to visit a favorite
restaurant or try something new. Ask a friend to join you if you like, but also make it a practice
to go with yourself. The weekends are when I miss my husband the most because we always
had some kind of a date night. At first, I would not go to a restaurant unless a friend could join
me but one night when I was by myself and none of my friends were available, I thought I am
going to do this. I am going alone. I went to our favorite restaurant and sat at the bar. It seemed
odd at first, but the more I people watched and remembered the good times we shared the
more comfortable I became. Giving yourself permission to enjoy your own company is a great
benefit in the grieving process. Remember there is no better friend that you can have than
YOU!

Relax with Reading
Escape into the magic of a good book or delve into a favorite magazine. Read for the sheer
pleasure of it enjoying the nurturing of well written words.

Reading is one of my favorite pastimes and all types of books call to me from Shakespeare to Stephen
King. Some of my nonfiction choices have changed my life like Return to Love by Marianne Williamson,
The Four Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz and Ask and It is Given by Ester and Jerry Hicks. One of my
proudest accomplishments is having my own book Songs of My Life...Slightly Out of Tune published by
Hay House. Reading can take you on journeys to lands you've never been and acquaint you with people
of all types. Truly magical. Today I invite you to read and just relax with it.

Sea Salt Soak
Take a sea salt soak in a bath, natural sea salt body of water or in the shower with sea salt on a
natural sponge.
I adore taking baths. One of the ways I detox after a stressful day is to add essential oils and
especially sea salt to my bath. Sea salt not only cleanses you physically, but it is also a great
method to clear your energetic body. If you have the option to get into a natural body of
seawater, that is a great way to take advantage of sea salt. If you are not able to go to the sea,
you can get sea salt and add it to your bath at home. It can be bought very affordably right in
the spice aisle of your grocery store. I add a small amount to the bath along with some essential
oils or flower petals. I will sometimes add a crystal, being sure it’s not water-soluble like
selenite and that I don't sit on it lol. Once I have all my ingredients, I just soak my cares away.
For those of you that may not enjoy the soak, add some sea salt to a natural sponge and wash
with it. Essential oils can also be added to the bottom of your shower so you can still enjoy the
fragrance. Whatever you choose, the goal is to relax, take some deep breaths, and just let it go.

Serenity Now
Find a comfortable place and just relax. Surround yourself with things that bring you tranquility.
Close your eyes and let the peace envelop you.
It is time to take a break and just be. You can do this indoors or outdoors. Sit in a comfy chair or
lay down. Surround yourself with things that create a peaceful atmosphere for you. Sometimes
I like to light a lavender candle which is a scent I enjoy very much. Having soft music playing in
the background adds an extra layer of serenity. Other times I just want peace and quiet.
Depends on my mood and I honor that. I find that even just a few minutes will help me to
center myself. Enjoy your peaceful place as long as you can. Take time for Serenity Now.

Spa Time
It’s time for a visit to a spa. Try a mani/pedi, massage or weekend retreat. You deserve to be
pampered. Make your appointment today.
Grieving mandates a great deal of self-care and a visit to the spa is a perfect way to nurture
yourself. A human touch can be so soothing, and we can forget the importance of it. Whether a
simple manicure, day spa or spa destination, allow yourself the luxury of being pampered.

Spread Your Wings
Do something just a bit outside your comfort zone. Something you have held back from doing.
Explore the possibilities and just do it.
Trying something different can be intimidating but it can also be exhilarating. It can lead to a
new enjoyable experience as well as meeting new people. It can also remind us there is life
outside of our grief. It can be easy to become bogged down with the grieving process.

Spreading your wings and trying something new can give our psyche a much-needed break and
some enjoyment as well.
Here are a few examples to consider.
• Take a class in something that interests you like: photography, painting, writing,
cooking.
• Join a club with people that will have similar interests like a book club.
• Try one of those popular paint and wine evenings and come home with a masterpiece.
• The freedom to choose is all up to you and what fun that can be.

Sunrise...Sunset
View a sunrise, sunset, or both on the same day.
These 2 times of day are the most soul-nourishing in my opinion. Watching the sun rise jumpstarts the day in a positive way. You can feel it heralding the beginning with all the possibilities
it offers. Sunset reminds us of what has transpired during the day; the joys and the challenges.
As it sets, it allows us to take stock of the day’s happenings. Reminding us to let go of any stress
we may have collected.
I enjoy both of these times of the day and when I am really motivated, I like to watch the
sunrise and sunset on the same day accompanied by a gratitude prayer. Truth be told though;
sunsets are more my style because getting up early enough for sunrise can be a bit of an issue
for me. Regardless of which you choose, I feel that watching the rise and setting of the sun
amps your energy, brings you peace and invites contemplation.

Take a Break
Indulge in a break today and just relax. Coffee break? Tea time? Whatever you enjoy the point is
to get away from it all.
Just about every day I allow myself to take a break and just be. It usually involves a latte at
home or my local coffee house. When I travel, I always make it a point to take a break from the
sightseeing and relax in a café, ideally with a view so I can people watch. I find that even though
I may think I am too busy to partake, the energy boost this little break gives me makes me

much more productive the rest of the day. So...what are you waiting for?! Give yourself a
break!

Talk to Me
Have a conversation with your deceased loved one.
Even though your deceased loved one is no longer here in the physical world you can still talk to
them. There are various ways to go about this and here are a few you can try:
Write them a letter. Catch them up on everything that is going on with you and fill it with your
feelings.
Phone them. If you have access to their phone number call them and leave a voice mail or a
message on their answering machine. If that is not an option, just dial their phone number
without activating the phone and talk. Feel free to ask questions and listen for the answers. You
may feel that you are making this up but after a while, you will “hear” them respond.
Go to a place where you can be alone and undisturbed. Relax and get comfortable. Close your
eyes and envision your loved one with you. Carry on a conversation with them as if they were
there. Again pause in the conversation and listen to what they might have to say.

Wander with Wonder
Choose a destination and explore it. Whether you take a walk or drive, stay in the moment by
asking yourself “What can I see, feel, hear, and smell?”.
One of my favorite quotes is by J.R.R. Tolkien "Not all those who wander are lost." Since my
husband died I have wandered quite a bit. The joke in the family is that no one is ever quite
sure where Mom is. I find that part of my grief journey makes me restless so when I get that
feeling I take off. It can be a little stroll in my neighborhood, a trip just a few hours away or a
major travel destination like a trip I took to Thailand. The important component to my
wandering is to stay in the moment as much as possible. If it's a brief escape I pay attention to
things I may have seen a thousand times but observe with different eyes noticing things I may
have missed before. When I return from my wandering I feel refreshed and recharged. I love
the way the Australians call it a "walk about" because to me that describes it perfectly. Walking
with a sense of wonder that can lead to profound discoveries. How about a wander with
wonder day for you?
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Grief Reliefs Resources
Booklet Download: www.griefreliefs.com/booklet
Website: www.griefreliefs.com
Visit our website to find us on Facebook and YouTube!
Susan Dintino Website: www.susandintino.com
Susan Dintino Facebook Page: facebook.com/susandintino333
Kelly J Parsons - Card Designer
www.kellyjparsons.com
Watch for a Grief Reliefs Workshop
Near You on the Events page and if you would like to schedule one contact: susandintino@gmail.com

